). On the other hand, G. Shimura [7] has regarded the periods as column number vectors of length 2q -1. In his paper he gave a certain period relation for Fuchsian groups.
also known that A is a (disconnected) covering surface of A/T which ramifies over only a finite number of points.
We denote by R" and C" «-dimensional vector spaces over R and C, respectively, n > 0 being an integer. We regard an element in Rn (Cn) as a matrix with n rows and 1 column. We consider an element of T as a matrix A = (" ¿) with ad -be = 1. We denote by GL(t72, C) the group of m x m invertible matrices over C. Let (") be a vector in C2. For each n = 2a -2, we denote by (")" the vector in C"+1 whose components are un, un~X, •••, uvn~X, vn, where (£)° = 1.
For A £ T we set CAA = A(") and define MiA) eGLin + 1, C) by vA GJ--Ö-
The following is due to Ahlfors [l] . Let A/T = 5 -lp| where S is a Rie- and denote them by pd^ (f) and pd^ i%), respectively. We call X^ and PA periods of fand 3 f°r A e T, respectively. The mapping A r-> PA satisfies P. _ = 'zVliß)?^ + PB for any A, B e" T, as is easily seen. Then a cohomology class is defined, which depends only on / and not E. We define by E._ (A, T, M) the space of all g(z) modulo C2*-1. Similarly we define PE.^tA, I\ M). Thus by the obvious way we may define a mapping a: £ (A, r, M) -. tf Hr, C2*" \ M)
and we know that aíPEj^A, T, M)) C PHxir, C2*"1. M) by the method similar to that of Kra [6] . z e C, a > 2, a potential for t/r, and denote it by Pot(zA). For A e T, we define a period of potential of Pot (t/r) by setting
It is easily seen that Potty) | Q-A e PE^iO -A, T) for z/z 6 BqiA, T). We set 
-bx(eBa) = a-H-b;(eb,)), -C/i(Ec^) = A-H-C;(EcO) and -DVÍED) = h~xí-D'VÍED A). Since A is a conformai mapping, the sides of coQ consist of piecewise analytic arcs. We set h=B-xlA-lBxAx and T^ Sx ... Sj (X=l, ...,g).
2. Lemmas. In this section we state some lemmas which are necessary to prove the subsequent theorems. Many of the properties in Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5 below can be sumarized by saying that there is an isomorphism II2 -♦ C2q"X which commutes with the action of Y. However we shall state them for the sake of later use. For each A = (£ *) e Y, we denote by Aiz) = ioz + b)/icz + d). We set n = 2q -2 once and for all.
Proof. We set A = (" *), ad -be = 1. The ik, I) element of MiA) is c a
The ik, I) element of MÍA) is the (/, k) element of 'Al(A), which is the (2a -/, 2a -k) element of {MiA). Hence the Í2q -I, 2q -k) element of lMiA)l' ¡s
We easily see that (3) and (4) Let fiz), cúiz), g(z), XA, YA, PA and QA be defined as in §1 with respect to E and ip. Then, for A, B eT, -Vt'-Substituting these into (I), we have the desired result. Our proof is now complete.
Remark. By using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2 below, we can show that even in the case of q = 1, the above corollary remains valid. The following result of Kra [5] is obtained from the above corollary. 
